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2017/2018, Issue 5
Calendar of Events
for January
Co-op Parent
Meeting

1/9/18
5:00

ALL CUSD
SCHOOLS
CLOSED FOR
MLK DAY

1/15/18

CPO Meeting

1/16/18

Fire Drill

1/19/18
10:45

Tentative
Parent’s Day
Out – More
Information to
come

1/20
TBD

Older Wing to
Aquarium

1/25/18
9:00am

TK/Co-op to
Aquarium

1/25/18
9:15am

Tuition Due

1/25/18

Dear Parents,
Now that the New Year has begun the office staff will begin
planning for the new 2018-19 school year which will start in August. You
will soon be receiving a paper parent survey asking for your plans for
next year. You will also receive an email with a link to the electronic
parent survey asking for your feedback about your family’s experience at
Carmelo this year so far. Please take a minute to fill both of these out
and return/submit them promptly. The information is essential to us. If
you have more than one student at Carmelo, please complete a survey
for each child.
The CPO has been very supportive and active this year. Please join
them at the monthly CPO meetings. Childcare is provided as well as
dinner for you and your children. It is a wonderful way to be more
engaged in your child’s school community. You will develop friendships
with families your child will play with for many years to come.
In this month’s newsletter, the teachers will be writing about
language and literacy in the classrooms. The development of oral
language is one of the most impressive accomplishments that occurs
during the first five years of a child’s life. Research indicates that social
factors have a prominent role in oral language development, and is
directly related to interaction with parents and other caretakers. At
Carmelo, we fully realize how significant this interaction is to our
teaching staff and every student. We provide language support during
informal conversations, teacher-guided activities and play. I hope you
enjoy the articles about your child and the way they develop language.

UPCOMING:
Co-op Parent
Meeting

2/5
5:00

CPO Meeting

2/6
5:00

Best Regards
Laura Dunn
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Language & Literacy with Infant/Toddlers
By: Kerry
While language and literacy are essential in all of the children’s classrooms, we find this
to be the primary component in our curriculum for Infants and Toddlers. At this very young age,
all of our little friends are just learning how to communicate. While some may be more
advanced than others, eventually they all catch up with one another and learn the real
importance of language, communication, and conversations.
We strive to teach children how to express themselves, their needs, and their wants by
focusing on always holding meaningful conversations, answering many questions. We use
descriptive words to teach a broader range of vocabulary, and we read a wide variety of books
for the children to enjoy and learn to understand. It is so important for a young child to have an
adult who is supportive and available during this time of development. As adults in these
scenarios, we can surely help expand a child’s communication skills by always being involved in
their attempts to communicate. We can teach them a new word by replacing their pointing
with a word, correct a word by repeating what they said, or expand a word into a sentence by
turning a one or two-word phrase into a 3 or 4word sentence. Here are some examples of the
ways we help our children gain, maintain, and
develop their language and literacy in the infant
and toddler program.
Holding Meaningful Conversations (Big and
small)
During Dramatic play, we open up many
opportunities for conversations, big and small.
Molly can now say “You’re taking care of your
babies, you are so friendly!” or “your baby is cold
what does she need?” By asking a question, she is
starting a conversation with and between the
children. She can now expand on this topic.

Circle time activities can be an
opportunity for us teachers to ask
questions and have meaningful
conversations with each one of the
children.
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Answering Questions (Big and small)
By acknowledging and answering children’s questions, we are helping children learn
how to communicate correctly and the meanings to, “what,” “why,” “when,” and “who!”

Using descriptive
words and phrases
“We are in
the RED wagon” or
“You’re all riding in
the BIG RED wagon.
How fun!”
“you have chalk. You
have PINK chalk.”

Baby signs
We also use many baby signs in the infant and
toddler rooms. While we mainly work on “more,” “all done,”
“help me,” “please” and “thank you,” we have every child in
the infant room signing at least one to four of these main
words. That is so exciting! What a smart group of toddlers!

Reading books
Reading to the
children is so much
fun. The children love hearing the stories and seeing the
pictures together; this helps them make sense of the
words that they are listening to.
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Language & Literacy on the Younger Wing
By: Holly
Children start to learn language from birth. During early speech and language
development, children learn skills that are important to the development of literacy. This stage,
known as emergent literacy, begins at birth and continues through the preschool years. Early
language and communication skills are critical to their success in school and beyond. Language
and communication skills include the ability to understand others (receptive language) and to
express themselves (expressive language). Children who develop strong language and
communication skills in the preschool years have high levels of achievement in school.
In Room 2, the children are young three-year-olds who are developing language skills at
a rapid pace, so the emphasis is placed on conversation, sentence formation, and memory
skills. Three-year-olds are beginning to use well-formed sentences that follow grammar rules.
They are beginning to use the pronouns
I, you, and me correctly. They are
starting to use prepositions like “in,”
“on,” and “under.” It’s important to
remember each child develops at their
own pace.
At Carmelo, the teachers
emphasize meaningful conversations
with the children. We encourage
children to use language (not gestures)
to express ideas, observations, and
feeling. We ask questions, respond to
their vocalization, and engage in positive talk. Carmelo teachers promote language and
communications skills in many ways.
The teachers are commentators,
giving descriptions of objects,
activities, or events. We mix it up,
using different types of words and
grammar. Label it, provide children
with names of objects or actions.
Tune in, engage in activities that
interest the children. Using books to
engage children and encourage
participation, reading the same book
multiple times. Books are inside and
outside the classroom, and the
children are read to every day during free exploration time, as well as during circle time.
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We provide a variety of different literacy including, big books, books on tape, sentence
strips and story sequencing. We use props
(flannel boards, puppets, and
whiteboards) to extend the story. We ask
many open-ended questions. The teachers
will often have the children retell a story
to build memory skills. We model excellent
listening skills, by not interrupting while
the children are talking, letting them finish
their thought, and making good eye
contact. The children practice following
two or more steps/directions. They are
using their language, not only with the
teachers but with their peers. They are also using their language to develop friendship skills,
solve problems, and to
express themselves.
Preschoolers have
so much to say! Keep in
mind children grow and
develop at different rates.
We will
continue to encourage the
children to be active
participants in discussions
and exploration.

“The more that you read, the more things
you will know. The more that you learn, the
more places you'll go.”
Dr. Seuss
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Language and Literacy on the Older Wing
By: Sam, Room 7
Language and literacy skills are especially valuable for the students on the older wing as
they prepare for Kindergarten. It is through language
and literacy that children develop friendship skills,
learn how to problem solve, collaborate with their
peers, and build self-confidence. Students also gain a
range of pre-reading skills, such as letter and sound
recognition, sound patterns, and decoding abilities.
"Early literacy plays a key role in enabling the kind of
early learning experiences that research shows are
linked with academic achievement, reduced grade
retention, higher graduation rates, and enhanced
productivity in adult life" (Strickland & Riley-Ayers,
2006).
At Carmelo, teachers are consistently
embedding lessons and activities that are rich in
language and literacy into the classroom curriculum
and routine. Daily, students on the Older Wing
complete a child sign-in sheet, decode and answer a
mystery question, and complete play planning forms.
During circle time, teachers facilitate activities such
as Buddy Reading, Story Labs, Graphics Practice, and
Student Journals, which are all designed to target
specific literacy skills.

Language and literacy are included in each
component of the classroom and curriculum,
providing students with repetitive opportunities to
practice and strengthen skills. For example, student

names are posted in many places around the
classroom. Clipboards and writing materials
are provided in all play centers, and books are
readily available. Language and literacy
components are also included in our thematic
play themes. While children are engaged in
pretend play and group activities with their peers, they are using language and literacy skills to
negotiate those interactions.
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The students in Room 7 recently completed a Post Office play theme, in which children
created mailboxes for each person. They worked hard to write each other letters, take them to
the Post Office, and deliver them to student mailboxes. Past themes have included students
writing down customer orders at the restaurant, filling out forms at the vet office, and creating
grocery lists for their farmer’s market visits.
Additional literacy activities
children on the Older Wing enjoy, are
mystery readers, surprise box, and
stuffed animals that go home for a
visit. Parents and family members are
encouraged to sign up as a mystery
reader. Students love trying to guess
who the mystery reader is and enjoy
hearing the incredible stories loved
ones bring to share. The surprise box
is a fun way for students to choose a
show and tell item and share it with
their friends. Each child writes three
clues about what may be in the
surprise box and trying to guess helps
students to make important connections. Each class
on the older wing has a stuffed animal that children
take turns bringing home. They are encouraged to
take photos of their adventures, journal about their
time together, and bring it back to school to share
with their peers.
As you can see, the students on the older
wing
at
Carmelo have
been
very
busy
engaging and increasing their language and literacy
skills. At home, you can support these growing skills by
reading with your child. Shared book reading not only
introduces children to print concepts but also exposes
them to a varied vocabulary and expands their
phonemic skills. While reading and at the end of the
story, ask open-ended questions about the characters,
objects, and events that are part of the book.
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Language & Literacy in the Co-op Preschool
By: Tracey
We work daily to help the children develop their language and literacy skills. Sometimes
language is just learning the right vocabulary word to describe what they are doing. Other times
language is developed by using new vocabulary words and demonstrating their meaning
through the games that we play. A favorite game that is played with adults is called “What are
you doing Mr. Wolf”. As the children
ask what Mr. Wolf is doing, the adult
participant responds with various
phrases and acts them out. By acting
out the new words that are being
shared with the children, they hear
the word and see the action
associated with it. This helps them
learn new words and also helps our
language learning children to
develop new vocabulary. All children
can learn and participate regardless of their level of understanding, and all believe they are
playing a game and having fun.
We also work on literacy through the many stories
that we share. Some stories are simple and repetitive. This is
exciting for the children because they can anticipate what is
coming next and enjoy trying to “read” along with the story.
As the children advance and begin associating
sounds with letters and figuring out how to sound out words
– the rhyming stories help them learn to read. However,
literacy is more than just learning to love reading. We share
many types of books from fiction to non-fiction. When
children find something they are interested in, such as the
ocean or a new bug they discovered outside, we look for it
in a book and read about it. Whatever the need, children
have fun learning to read and use literature in their
everyday lives.
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CARMELO PARENT ORGANIZATION
CPO 2017-2018

Happy New Year!
2018

CPO MEETING
January 16, 2018 at 5:00 pm
Join the CPO the first Monday of each month at 5:00
at Carmelo. Childcare provided.

Our 2018 CPO Officers and Committee Coordinators. Thanks
in advance to everyone for your time and commitment.
President – Stacy Scherling
Vice President – Kate Harrington
Treasurer – Russell Albright
Secretary – Jen Henry

Feel free to be in touch any time via email to Stacey
Scherling at staceyscherling@me.com or call Laura
Dunn at 624-8047 x 12.
The next CPO meeting is Monday, January 16th in
Room 10, from 5:00 to 6:00. Childcare & dinner are
provided. See you there!

Happy New Year Carmelo families!
Your CPO is excited for the New
Year and will continue to work hard
to plan fun events for everyone.
Please SAVE THE
DATE for Parents Day
Out! Saturday, January 20 from
1:00-4:00pm.
Have errands to run? Need a break?
Drop your child off on a Saturday for
some fun with friends. Students and
siblings (ages 2+) are welcome, 24
children max. Sign-ups will go LIVE
on Friday, January 12. More details
to follow.
The next CPO Meeting is Tuesday,
January 16 in Room 10, from 5:006:0pm. Childcare and dinner will be
provided. All parents are welcome to
attend, the more the merrier!
Thank you as always for your
continued support!
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